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A Beginner’s Guide To WordPress Multisite

Even after working with WordPress for more than four years, I still
discover new things about the platform. There are so many functions
and features — some well known, others not so much — that it’s hard
to try everything the platform has to offer.
Plus, new stuff is added with every update, making it even more
complicated to stay up to date. Luckily, my work as a WordPress
blogger allows me to explore things in detail and arm myself with
enough information to tell others about it (that means you, dear
reader).
A feature that I have been aware of for a long time but never really
looked into is WordPress Multisite. In its simplest form, Multisite is a
technology that allows you to set up several WordPress websites from
one installation.
Yep, that’s totally possible... and useful as well! Curious? Read on to
find out more about the benefits of WordPress Multisite and how to
use it.

IMPORTANT TERMINOLOGY
Before we dive in, we need to settle on some vocabulary. This will help
us to better understand one another.
In this ebook, you will read the words network and site a lot. The
former describes a Multisite installation that comprises several blogs
or websites. The latter means a single one of those sites.
Capisce? Let’s move along.

WHAT IS WORDPRESS MULTISITE?
Let’s assume you have several websites running on WordPress and
they all reside on the same server. How did you put them there?
You probably downloaded the latest version of WordPress, uploaded
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it via FTP, created a database and user, and then ran the WordPress
install, right? So, while all of your sites share a server, they each have
their own core files, databases, wp-config files, themes, plugins, and
other things that belong to a WordPress site, am I correct?
Well, Multisite is similar to this situation but instead of having a
dedicated install for each site, you only have one WordPress install
that all of your sites use simultaneously. Basically, it means you can
create a network of sites with the same effort it takes to create one
site. And yet, using Multisite is just as easy as using WordPress in the
conventional way.

HOW IS MULTISITE DIFFERENT FROM
A SINGLE WORDPRESS INSTALL?
A WordPress Multisite install and a single install are not all that
different. However, you will find differences in three main areas:
• The WordPress admin screen
• Files found in the WordPress directory
• The WordPress database

DASHBOARD DIFFERENCES
When running a Multisite install, you will find that some parts of the
back-end are changed.
First of all, there is an entirely new dashboard for the Superadmin,
which is a user role only found in Multisite. This stands above all
others — including site admins — and has some special capabilities.
For example, the Superadmin is the only one who can:
• Install themes
• Manage plugins
• Add new sites
That’s right, in a Multisite install, normal site admins are unable to
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download and install themes and plugins. All they can do is use the
resources that are already part of the site network.
Don’t worry, we will go into this in more detail below.

FILE STRUCTURE CHANGES
Multisite also introduces changes to the familiar WordPress file
system, in particular, wp-config.php and the uploads folder found in
wp-content.
The config file of a Multisite network requires additional lines of code
to make it work.
Additionally, this type of WordPress install will create subfolders inside
the uploads directory for managing media files for each site on the
network separately.
Don’t worry if this sounds complicated, WordPress does it all
automatically.

DATABASE CHANGES
Running a WordPress Multisite also has consequences for the
database. Again, this is not something you need to worry about or do
manually, but it is still worth mentioning.
Inside the WordPress database, most of the standard WordPress
tables will be duplicated for each subsite created. While that might
result in a lot of tables, it is necessary to keep the content of each site
separate.

ADVANTAGES OF MULTISITE AND USE CASES
While all of this may sound neat and dandy, why should you consider
going Multisite? I mean, isn’t the normal WordPress install good
enough? Why complicate things?
Well, Multisite offers a number of advantages for people who run
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more than one site:
1. It enables you to run several websites with the same login
credentials. That means you can log in once and take care of
all of your websites from the same place instead of juggling
multiple usernames and passwords. Plus, even though
everything is technically one site, domain mapping allows each
subsite to have its own web address (more on this later).
2. Every theme and plugin is stored just once, which can be a real
space saver. Plus, you can update them at the same time for all
websites, instead of doing it separately.
3. Due to their similar file structure and code base, running a
Multisite is not very different than running a single install. At
the same time, creating and managing sites becomes as simple
as adding posts and pages.
4. You can easily share users across sites and provide them with
different levels of access while you remain in control. That way
they can have capabilities close to an admin role without being
able to break their site easily.
WordPress Multisite offers two main use cases:
1. Managing a network of blogs or websites by yourself
2. Setting up a network in which others can create their own
sites
For this reason, Multisite is especially suited for the following
businesses:
• Content networks like news sites that publish content on very
different topics
• Large businesses or franchise chains with many independent
store locations
• Schools that need dedicated websites for each of their
departments
• Theme and plugin sellers who easily want to create product
demo sites
• University networks that want to offer students an easy way to
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set up their own websites
How does that look in real life? Well, a number of examples for largescale use of WordPress Multisite already exist. One of them is the
blog network of the New York Times, with many sites run by different
teams.
Another is WordPress.com, the hosted version of WordPress, which
enables users to create their own website within the WordPress.com
network.
Large businesses have also started setting up Multisite networks to
provide dedicated sites for different locations and branches. Site
owners can also use the feature to host discussion forums, online
shops, or support desks on subsites. Pretty useful stuff if you ask me!
Quick note: A number of websites also use the network option to
create versions of the same site in different languages. While that is
a possible use case, it might get you into trouble in terms of SEO and
duplicate content. Before you take this step, consider looking into
plugin solutions for multilingual websites.

WHEN NOT TO USE MULTISITE
As cool as it sounds, Multisite isn’t for everyone. There are some times
when using WordPress Multisite doesn’t make sense. For example:
1. If you only plan to run one site, WordPress Multisite really isn’t
anything you need.
2. The feature cannot be implemented for websites that are
located on different hosts or servers. Likewise, if you want to
give subsites their own database or IP address, this is not for
you.
3. Since everything is hooked to one install, if something breaks
or you’re hacked, it can easily take out all of your websites at
once.
4. The reduced capabilities of site admins means installing
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themes and plugins is always your responsibility.
5. Multisite has certain server requirements that not all hosts
meet. Furthermore, for that and other reasons, it can be tough
to move sites to another server (though it can be done). Plus,
not all plugins are able to deal with a Multisite environment.
Some developers also use Multisite to take care of all their client sites
from one central location. While at first this sounds appealing, it is not
what this feature was built for and probably not a good idea.
Using Multisite this way will create dependencies between sites that
have nothing to do with each other and should stay independent of
one another.
This is especially critical in case of theme or plugin incompatibilities.
Since you can only ever have one version of a plugin or theme for all
websites in your network, if some new addition to one site doesn’t gel
with the present setup, you are essentially stuck.
Plus, should any of your clients ever decide to move on to another
host (or another developer), extracting their site from the network can
be a real pain.
If you want the comfort of managing several sites from the same
interface, you might want to look into ManageWP, InfiniteWP or
Jetpack Manage. All three are third-party solutions that provide this
functionality.

HOW TO GET STARTED
If you are still here, I will assume you decided to give WordPress
Multisite a try. Good for you! To make it easier for you, I will go over
how to set up a Multisite environment.

SUBDOMAINS VS. SUBDIRECTORIES
A Multisite can be set up in two different organizational structures.
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In the first, each site will be located in a subdomain of your URL.
That means if your main site is http://example.com, your sites will be
reachable through an address like http://subsite.example.com.
WordPress.com handles it this way (unless you purchase an additional
feature). This structure comes with some special considerations such
as the need to activate wildcard subdomains on your server for it to
work.
The second option is to go with subdirectories. In this case, all sites get
appended to your site address like posts or pages and would end up
looking like http://example.com/subsite.
In contrast to subdomains, subdirectories only need WordPress pretty
permalinks enabled. It’s important to note that if your site is more than
a month old, WordPress only allows you to use the subdomain option
in order to avoid conflicts with existing URLs.
I find this a little irritating because users could just as well restructure
their site and move conflicting pages or posts elsewhere. However,
that’s the way it is at the moment.There are also manual ways around
this limitation, but it takes a bit of effort.

CREATING A BRAND NEW
WORDPRESS MULTISITE
Installing a Multisite environment is very similar to setting up a single
site. However, it comes with a couple of additional steps.
1. Download the latest version of WordPress and run the
5-Minute Install.
2. Open wp-config.php in the main folder and look for the
following line toward the end of the file
[code]/* That’s all, stop editing! Happy blogging. */[/code]
3. Above that line, paste the following piece of code:
[code]/* Enable Multisite*/
define( ‘WP_ALLOW_MULTISITE’, true );[/code]
4. Save and re-upload the file if necessary.
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5. Log in to your site with your WordPress admin account.
6. Go to Tools > Network Setup to start setting up a Multisite.
7. Choose your preferred URL structure, network title, and the
email address of the network administrator (aka Superadmin).
8. Click Install.
9. You will now be asked to add some code to both wp-config.php
and your .htaccess file.

Both files can be found in your WordPress directory. Remember to
backup the existing ones before making any changes.
After that, open each file and make the edits as explained on screen.
Be aware that .htaccess might be hidden on your server and you will
have to enable Force show hidden files in your FTP client to edit it.
Also, the new code needs to replace everything already present
between the <IfModule> and </IfModule> tags in your .htaccess file so
be sure to do so.
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After you are done editing, save, and re-upload each file. That’s it. Your
new Multisite is now installed.
Reload the site and you will be asked to log in again. Then you will be
greeted by a changed back end.

Congratulations!

SETTING UP MULTISITE ON AN EXISTING
WORDPRESS WEBSITE
For established sites, the steps to create a Multisite network are pretty
much the same as above. The only difference is that you might be
limited in your choice of URL structure.
Of course, backup your site before you try anything new with your
existing website!

MANAGING YOUR NETWORK
As mentioned, managing a Multisite is a little different than in a single
install. To help you over the first hump, here is a quick overview of
what you can do in your new network and where.
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All administration tasks for the network are done within the new
admin screen. When logged in as the Superadmin, you can always get
there via the admin bar and My Sites > Network Admin > Dashboard.

Creating New Sites
Setting up a new site in your network works almost the same as
creating a post or page. Simply go to Sites > Add New or use the link in
the new dashboard widget.

In the next step, you will be asked to input a site address, name, and
admin email. The address will appear according to the URL structure
you have chosen.
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After that, simply click Add Site and you are done.
The websites in your network will show up under All Sites, thereby
furthering the similarities to managing posts and pages.

Site admins can also see every site they control by hovering over My
Sites in the admin bar.
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INSTALLING THEMES AND PLUGINS
As I said before, only the network admin has the ability to install
themes and plugins and make them available for sites within the
network. The install works the same as always. Simply go to Themes >
Add New or Plugins > Add New and follow the usual process. However,
after that there are some additional steps.

MANAGING THEMES
You can enable and disable installed themes network wide or on a persite basis. Only when a theme is enabled for a site or the site’s network
can it be activated there.
One way to make themes available for your network is to click the
Network Enable link during install.

The same link can also be found under each item in the theme menu.
Activating themes for single sites only is a little more elaborate:
1. Go to Sites in the network admin back end.
2. Hover over the site you want to activate a theme for and click
on the Edit link that appears.
3. In the next screen, choose the Themes tab.
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4. Click Enable for each theme you want to make available for
this site. You can also mark the checkboxes of several themes
at once and choose Enable or Disable from Bulk Actions. Don’t
forget to hit Apply!
The chosen themes will now show up under Appearance > Themes for
that site.

PLUGIN MANAGEMENT
In contrast to themes, plugins can not be limited to individual sites.
Once installed, they are available for the entire network. However, you
can select whether to make plugins mandatory for all sites or let site
admins choose to activate them or not.
To run a plugin on every site in your network just hit Network Activate
during installation or in the plugin menu.
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Be aware that if you do, admins will be unable to deactivate any plugin
switched on by the Superadmin.
If you only install a plugin without network activation, it can be
activated by someone with admin permissions for a particular site.
Site admins only have activate and deactivate options. Deleting or
updating plugins is reserved for network admins.

UPDATING COMPONENTS
Speaking of updates: new versions of WordPress core, plugins, or
themes have to be taken care of by the Superadmin. In principle, this
works the same way as in a normal WordPress install. However, there
is an extra step involved.
After getting all components up to date, you need to go to Dashboard
> Upgrade Network and click the big gray button there to pass the
updates onto your sites.

Good job!
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NETWORK SETTINGS
Under Settings you can find configuration options for your network:
• General Settings
• Change network name
• Superadmin email address
• Registration Settings
• Permission level for site admins to add users to the
network
• Enable/disable welcome emails for new users
• Limit user registration to certain email domains
• Ban email domains from registration
• New Site Settings
• Content of welcome emails for registered users
• Default content of new sites
• Upload Settings
• Space available for uploads
• Permitted file types
• File size limit
• Language Settings
• Default network language
• Menu Settings
• Enable and disable access to the plugins menu for site
admins
Settings for single sites still have to be adjusted from each site’s
dashboard.

HELPFUL PLUGINS FOR
WORDPRESS MULTISITE
Last but not least, here are a number of plugins that make running a
WordPress Multisite a little easier. Not that it was very complicated to
begin with.
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MULTISITE ENHANCEMENTS
As the name suggests, this plugin enhances Multisite installations with
a few helpful features. These include:
• Ability for site admins to install plugins
• Show which themes and plugins are active on which sites
• Additional options for the Superadmin admin bar
That and more make the lives of network admins a little easier.

WORDPRESS MU DOMAIN MAPPING
Domain Mapping is the ability to provide sites with their own networkindependent URLs.
For WordPress.com users, this is a paid feature but this plugin allows
you to do it for free (yay!).

USER ROLE EDITOR

This nifty piece of software enables you to make changes to user roles
and capabilities. That means you can give additional permissions
usually reserved for the Superadmin to your users.
The plugin also lets you create new roles with completely customized
abilities and more.
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USER SWITCHING

User Switching is another plugin for enhanced user management. This
one lets you swap between different user levels without the hassle of
logging out and in again.
Pretty useful for checking what other people are seeing when logged
into your site and for troubleshooting.

WP MIGRATE DB PRO

One of my all time favorite plugins for database migration is WP
Migrate DB. It also comes with a Multisite add-on.
The enhanced plugin allows you to export a network subsite as a
single SQL file that can then be imported as a single site install. The
team is also working on a feature to push from subsite to single site
directly.
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YOAST SEO

I talk about this plugin so often, it really needs no introduction.
However, you might be delighted to hear that Yoast SEO supports
Multisite. Once network activated, all sites on your network will enjoy
its powerful features.

WP SUPER CACHE

Another contender that needs no further explanation is WP Super
Cache. Caching is one of the best ways to reduce page load in
WordPress. WP Super Cache can be easily set up for your network and
do its magic for all blogs and websites.

IN A NUTSHELL...
Hopefully this ebook has taught you a little more about WordPress
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Multisite. It’s a powerful feature that is right at your fingertips. With
Multisite, you can almost effortlessly build more than one WordPress
site per install.
Building a site network does away with a lot of the back and forth
that’s usually involved in taking care of multiple WordPress websites. It
is quite practical to take care of everything from one central location.
In addition, Multisite is pretty straightforward to set up and manage.
Anyone who has worked with WordPress before will quickly find their
way around the changed interface. While this feature is not suitable
for everyone’s needs, it certainly is worth keeping in your repertoire.
About the Author

Nick is an entrepreneur, online marketer, and professional blogger. A longtime
WordPress enthusiast, he helps clients across the world build successful online
businesses through a mix of content marketing, blogging and web design. You can
get in touch with him via Twitter or through his website.
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About Torque
Torque is a news site featuring all things WordPress. We are dedicated
to informing new and advanced WordPress professionals, users, and
enthusiasts about the industry. Torque focuses primarily on WordPress
News, Business, and Development, but also covers topics relating to open
source and break-through technology. Torque made its debut in July 2013,
at WordCamp San Francisco, and has since produced valuable content that
reflects the evolution of WordPress, both as a platform and a community.
Torque is a WP Engine publication, though maintains complete editorial
independence.
torquemag.io

About WP Engine
WP Engine powers amazing digital experiences for websites and applications
built on WordPress. The company’s premium managed hosting platform
provides the performance, reliability and security required by the biggest
brands in the world, while remaining affordable and intuitive enough for
smaller businesses and individuals. Companies of all sizes rely on WP
Engine’s award-winning customer service team to quickly solve technical
problems and create a world-class customer experience. Founded in 2010,
WP Engine is headquartered in Austin, Texas and has offices in San
Francisco, California, San Antonio, Texas, and London, England.
wpengine.com

WANT TO TRY MULTISITE?
Multisite unlocks the power to run numerous sites from a single WordPress install.
WP Engine Multisite is available for Professional plans and higher and makes running
a Multisite network easy. Give us a call or visit our site to learn more about how your
business can benefit from Multisite.

Call 877–973–6446
Visit wpengine.com

And for more on WordPress Multisite and WordPress news, tips, tricks, and more, be sure
to check out Torque Magazine.

Visit torquemag.io

